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NOT FOR SALE TO PERSONS UNDER THE AGE OF 18 YEARS.
EXCESSIVE ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IS HARMFUL TO YOUR HEALTH.



Viva Global is a dynamic company dealing in the importation and distribution of 
beverages in Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and the rest of East African region. We have 
been established for over 20 years and we officially represent some of the largest and 
most important beverage brand owners in the world.
Viva Global currently has a successful distribution network in 3 countries including 
both off-trade and on-trade clients backed by an effective marketing and business 
development strategy.
Our service is personalised so you get the attention to detail you need, and because 
we are exclusive agents for the brands we represent, we are able to offer very 
competitive prices with strong brand support.
If you are having a party or you are in the Food & Beverage business and you are not 
already talking to us, please pick up the phone and give us a call-we’re sure you’ll be 
glad you did it.
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Moët & Chandon
France

Moët & Chandon Imperial
The Moët Imperial style is distinguished by a bright fruitiness with notes of 
green apple and white flowers. The wines enticing palate, redolent of 
white-fleshed fruits and citrus, is enhanced by fine bubbles and its elegant 
maturity is revealed in notes of brioche and wheat.

CHAMPAGNE

Rose Imperial is the most spontaneous expression of Moët & Chandon.
An intense and aromatic blend of Pinot Noir, Pinot Muenier and Chardonnay, 
Rose Imperial combines vivacity and finesse with generosity and structure.

Moët & Chandon Nectar
France

Moët & Chandon Nectar
Moët Nectar Impérial is a delicious expression of the Moët & Chandon 
style, a style distinguished by its bright fruitiness, its seductive palate and its 
elegant maturity.

Moët & Chandon Nectar Rosé
Champagne, France-This elegant, softly sweet Champagne is filled with 
fresh aromas of strawberry and cream, paired with a lush mousse of fine 
bubbles. The perfect ending to a wonderful evening, pair this with  dark 
chocolate for an amazing treat.

Moët & Chandon Rosé Imperial





Veuve Clicquot
France

Veuve Clicquot Brut
The strength of this golden - yellow wine is immediately pleasing to nose 
while its complexity explodes on the palate. The initial notes of fruit are 
followed by more discreet aromas of brioche and vanilla when the wine 
is allowed to age in the bottle. it offers a perfect balance of finesse and 
forcefullness.

CHAMPAGNE

Veuve Clicquot Rosé
Notes of raspberry, wild strawberry and cherry predominate. Followed by a 
touch of dried fruits and pastry. In the mouth, the attack is powerful, leaving 
behind a harmony of fruits. Elegant and sensual, if offers exceptional 
balance and surprising intensity.

Dom Perignon
France
The wine has a strong character and powerful presence - there is even 
something physical about it.
Overall it is structured, focused, firm and dense. Its intriguingly spicy, flowery 
finish remains in each sip.
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SPARKLING WINE

Frontera Sparkling
Chile

Frontera Brut
A greenish yellow sparkling wine, with intense fruit aromas and notes of 
yeast, fresh, persistent and well balanced. Enjoy it with soft-flavored fish 
and seafood.

Frontera Moscato
For those who love a fruiter bubbly, the sparkling wine is ideal for dessert, 
persistent, fresh and well balanced.

Wolfblass Eaglehawk Brut
Australia
Zesty citrus and sherbet aromas, with refreshing apple and melon flavors 
on the palate.
Ideal with canapes. Perfect when served well chilled.

Frontera Sweet Rose
A pale pink bubbly wine in color, with red fruit flavors and notes of yeast. 
Fresh persistent, and balanced. Drink alone, or with appetizers, seafood 
and dessert.
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WINE



Don Melchor
Chile

Don Melchor Cabernet Sauvignon
Don Melchor set the trend for ultra premium wines in Chile from its first 
vintage in 1987. The enological consistency of Chile’s finest Cabernet  
Sauvignon has been lauded in journals around the world year after year.  
Barelled for fifteen months in French oak, deep cherry-colour, elegant and 
complex, with ripe-red fruit, cedar, tobacco and chocolate notes. On the 
palate, Don Melchor is well structured and nicely concentrated, firm and 
full-bodied. With a long finish and good balance.

FINE WINE
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Penfolds BIN Series
Australia

FINE WINE

Cloudy Bay
New Zealand
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Penfolds Kalimna Shiraz BIN 28
Red-curranted varietal primary fruits sitting alongside glacéed fruits…
cherry, almond, musk. Nuances of tanned leather, aniseed, cooked 
rhubarb coalesce yet still exude their own aromatic contribution. earthy, 
organic.

Penfolds BIN 389
Expansive, explosive, exotic…a BIN 389 triple-ex palate rating! A wave/ 
surge of fruits and spice unleashed–propelled by tomato and tahini paste 
flavours. 

Cloudy Bay Pinot Noir
This pinot noir captures your senses with immense florals including violets, 
Boronia and flowering wild thyme Raspberry licorice entices further along 
with wild strawberry, dark cherries, tobacco & spice. The palate is juicy but 
balanced by rich forest floor, clove and savary flavours.

Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc
This Blanc shows lifted notes of elderflower, green lime zest and stone 
fruit. The palate is ripe, fine and succulent, offering zesty ripe citrus flavors 
coupled with an edge of minerality and sweet herbs.
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Bellingham The Bernard Series
South Africa

The Bernard Series Small Barrel SMV
Deep ruby with a bright crimson rim. An entry of alluring black and red 
berry and cherry aromas layered with dark chocolate, winter spice, rose 
and violet on the nose carried through to an intricate intensely fruited 
palate that is both powerful and graceful.

FINE WINE

The Bernard Series Chenin Blanc
A luminescent gold wine with rambunctious fleshy peach, passion fruit, 
honey melon, papaya and pineapple fruit aromas layered with whiffs of 
oatmeal and crushed wheat that follow through with lavish concentrated 
fruit flavours from the nose-powerful yet accomodating on the palate with 
discernible.

Terrunyo
Chile

Terrunyo Cabernet Sauvignon
Well structured, muscular, detaching soft tannins, persistent with a long, 
pure and fruity finish.

Terrunyo Carmenere
Great structure, mouth filling, mineral, sweet tannins, graphite, powerful as 
delicate, with lots of fruit giving a long finish.

Terrunyo Sauvignon Blanc
Medium-full body, sweet ripeness, sea and salty notes, mineral, citrus, 
lemon curd, and herbal hints. Deep and lingering finish. Well balanced, 
juicy and crispy acidity.



Cape Mentelle
Australia

FINE WINE
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Cape Mentelle Sauvignon Blanc Semillon
Bright pale straw. Complex and inviting with a mix of lime rind, white melon 
and honeysuckle complemented by gun smoke and tale. On the palate, 
tight, juicy and textured  with ginger and lemon flavours, a touch of savoury 
oak and  balanced by chalky natural acidity, a creamy texture and a fine, 
long finish.

Cape Mentelle Shiraz
Dark red with crimson hues. Deep dark brambly fruits of blueberries and 
mulberries combined with subtle spices of nutmeg, cardamom and black 
pepper.
On the palate, plush ripe fruit of wild berries and plums balanced by black 
pepper and aniseed spices. The vibrant fruit characters are supported by 
savoury rich tannins providing length and texture.



Marques De Casa Concha
Chile

FINE WINE
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Marques de Casa Concha Cabernet Sauvignon
Dark and deep red. Very ripe and dense, remarkably focused flavour, 
offering solid blackberry and cherry flavors. At the end a lasting smoky yet 
rich black-tar. Firm in texture, with the grained tannins supporting bright 
fruit.

Marques de Casa Concha Merlot
Dark and deep red. Rich and deftly balanced yet muscular red, with layers 
of complex currant, spice, wild berry and plum. Show off a nice touch of 
vanilla oak and mocha, adding a nice dimension.

Marques de Casa Concha Chardonnay
Light yellow. Combining richness with elegance and vibrancy this ripe, 
delicious wine serves up tasty pear, fig and toasty hazelnut. Deeply 
concentrated with silky texture and layers of ripe, pear and mineral flavors.
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FINE WINE

1000 Stories
California

1000 Stories Zinfandel
In the glass, this nuance ultimately takes the form of exotic spice, crushed 
rock and roasted caramel notes, and a richly deep and persistent body. 
As one might expect, 1000 Stories Zinfandel closes on a memorable note, 
concluding with a lingering finish.

Bonterra  (Organic Wines)
California

Bonterra Cabernet Sauvignon
This Cabernet offers aromas of bright cherry, currant, and raspberry with 
notes of toasted oak and vanilla.

Bonterra Zinfandel
A decadent palate of briery fruit, vanilla, brown spice and toasty oak is 
framed by polished tannins and a rich, lingering finish.

Bonterra Chardonnay
The wine is refreshing on the palate, with a minerality that is both bright 
and clean. The lasting impression is of lemon zest and vibrant  tartness that 
is hallmark Bonterra Chardonnay, vintage after vintage.



Boschendal 1685
South Africa

FINE WINE
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Boschendal 1685 Chardonnay
This bold statement wine, which is big on aromas and flavours, has a 
lemony, cinnamon and nutmeg nose. Palate: Zesty citrus and ripe tropical 
fruit flavours. Well balanced with a soft, buttery character from barrel 
fermentation and maturation add to the complexity and roundness of the 
wine. 

Boschendal 1685 Sauvignon Blanc
An abundance of tropical fruit flavours with hints of lime and green fig. A 
melange of yellow and green tropical fruits with hints of citrus. A soft, full-
bodied wine with a harmonious palate and coated acidity adding to the 
zesty, mineral finish.

Boschendal 1685 Merlot
Rich red cherry, blueberry and plum notes with a hint of dark chocolate. 
Good fruit intensity. Rich red cherry plum and pronounced ripe mulberry 
flavours. Good natural balance between primary fruit aromas, colour and 
structure extraction, rounded and integrated by subtle oak.



Terrazas
Argentina
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FINE WINE

Terrazas Reserva Malbec
Elegant deep violet with ruby highlights. Intense fruit notes such as 
strawberry, blackberry, black cherry & plum. The aromas of liquorices & 
rose are perfectly combined with bitter chocolate & smooth toasted notes, 
coming from barrel ageing.

Terrazas Chardonnay
Light yellow with green highlights. Its profile reveals intense white fruits like 
peach and abriot, freshly combined with delicate floral notes of jasmine. 
It is mouthfilling and gratifying. Deep & well-rounded with an excellent 
balance due to the acidity and natural sweetness which characterize our 
Chardonnay.



Penfolds
Australia

Penfolds Koonunga Hill Shiraz Cabernet
Cabernet markers take immediate ascendency through green olive, 
Italian pasta and rosemary lamb notes. Alluring scents of curry/spice are 
finally revealed. As with the nose, Cabernet varietal characters dominate - 
pink peppercorn, Asian spices, soy, bay leaf and a  grainy tannic structure. 
Sweet fruit generosity - dark plum, fresh  figs and sticky date pudding - 
provides the first suggestion of a Shiraz presence.

PREMIUM WINE

Penfolds Koonunga Hill Chardonnay
An elegant and confident Koonunga Hill. Fresh fruits are at once captivating, 
alluring - white stone fruits, grapefruit, kiwi fruit and lemon citrus. Subtle 
nuances of nougat and white blossom add complexity. Pure fresh fruits 
adorn the palate, with an enhanced emphasis on the citrus spectrum of 
lemon and lime.
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PREMIUM WINE

Bellingham Homestead
South Africa

Bellingham Homestead Pinotage
Intense dark red middle with a ruby red rim 
Nose: Sweet spices, plums and mulberries with hints of vanilla 
Mouth: Ripe and juicy Raspberry, strawberry and black cherry flavours 
supported by well-integrated oak spice and an exciting tannin structure.

Bellingham Homestead Shiraz
The Shiraz has an intense dark ruby red colour with flavours of plums, 
blackcurrants and pepper with hints of dark chocolate and mixed spice. 
On the palate, it boasts with blackberry fruits, violets and black pepper.

Bellingham Homestead Sauvignon Blanc
Beautiful light, pale yellow with a golden tinge, soft melon, pear and citrus 
flavours on the nose. The palate offers an expected burst of citrus and 
tropical flavours with a crisp and clean finish.

Bellingham Homestead Chardonnay
This Chardonnay has a rich yellow with a copper glow with delightful 
Butterscotch, spicy cloves and orange peel aromas. Layers of citrus and 
melon lines the palate finishing with a citrus-lime freshness.
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PREMIUM WINES

The legend begun more than 100 years ago, when Don Melchor de Concha y Toro, founder of the winery, reserved for 
himself an exclusive batch of the best wines they had produced.And to keep strangers away from his special private  
reserve, he spread the rumour that the Devil lived in that place. Hence, the name Casillero del Diablo or Cellar of the 
Devil.
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PREMIUM WINE

Casillero del Diablo
Chile

Casillero del Diablo Cabernet Sauvignon
Bright, dark red, ripe cherries, blackcurrant, dark plums and a touch of 
vanilla and toasted American oak. Medium bodied with smooth and 
friendly tannins.

Casillero del Diablo Merlot
Dark and deep, dark plums, smoke, herbs and even a note of graphite. 
Hints of chocolate, spices, and a touch of toasted American oak. 
Mouth filling texture, smooth but well structured.

Casillero del Diablo Sauvignon Blanc
Straw with green hues, Fresh and citrus with hints of gooseberries and 
tropical fruit. Gentle, round and mouth filling, balanced by a crispy acidity.

Casillero del Diablo Chardonnay
Light, lemon yellow, fresh yet intense. Pineapple, citric and green apples 
with a backdrop of vanilla. Elegant and friendly with a long sweet finish.

Casillero del Diablo Red Blend
Ripe, densely packed with black cherry and dark plum, slightly spicy, with 
a soft touch of bitter chocolate. Notes of dark plums, with firm and round 
tannins, velvety texture, smooth, well balanced and mouth filling wine.





Douglas Green
South Africa

Douglas Green Cabernet Sauvignon
Deep ruby with a bright edge. Intense dark berries and blackcurrant 
aromas with attractive gentle smoky oak notes. A succulent medium 
bodied entry with delicious winterberry flavours supported by well-defined 
ripe tannins for a softly textured juicy finish that lingers.

PREMIUM WINE

Douglas Green Pinotage
Generous ripe strawberry and raspberry fruit on the nose brushed with 
dark chocolate and caramel hints. Plush and juicy on entry with an ample 
mouthful of juicy fruit well supported by soft, ripe tannins and discreet oak 
spice finishing with soft sleek cherry and berry flavours.
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Douglas Green Merlot
Bright garnet with a bright strawberry rim. Packed with juicy black cherry 
and fleshy plum aromas that tumble softly across the palate with plush 
mulberry and spice flavours interwoven with soft, ripe tannins and subtle 
oak intrique for a smooth and juicy finish.

Douglas Green Ruby Port
This specially selected Douglas Green Cape Ruby was crafted from rich 
ripe grapes. After maturation in barrel this Cape Ruby displays aromas of 
fruitcake and nutty flavours, with a rich, smooth finish.
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PREMIUM WINE

Douglas Green Sauvignon Blanc
Pale gold with a vibrant green tinge. Overt pineapple, gooseberry and 
granadilla aromas carry through to a crisp dry entry and a surge of tangy 
tropical flavours that finish with a feisty acidity and delicate citrus twang.

Douglas Green Chardonnay
Bright gold with youthful flashes of green. Tropical pineapple and honey 
melon aromas explode on entry yielding cohesive delicate lemon lime 
flavours tinged with subtle oak complexity and a generous yet graceful 
zesty fruit finish.

Douglas Green Chenin Blanc
Bright gold with a youthful green glow. Brimming with a fruit salad of 
aromas including tropical pineapple, papaya, guava and granadilla 
with a subtle streak of green asparagus and figs that follow through on an 
accommodating mouthful of sunny ripe flavours.

Douglas Green Rose
Pretty deep pink with a feint orange shimmer. Exuberant crushed summer 
berries, glacé cherries, Turkish delight and a delicate spiciness that carries 
through to a surge of redolently ripe berry flavours finishing with a delicious 
fruity intensity that is softly off dry and succulent.



Matua
New Zealand

Matua Pinot Noir
The vibrant crimson color and aroma of sweet red cherry and strawberry at 
the layered, fresh and fruity flavors in this pinot. Bright and energic to taste, 
it is brimming with layers of red fruit and bramble, seasoned with a dash of 
spice and light toasty notes.

PREMIUM WINE

Matua Sauvignon Blanc
Refreshingly good! This is classic Marlborough Savvy, with bright aromatic 
herbal notes - think sage and fresh mint, backed up by those delicious 
tropical fruits the style is famous for. The palate has vibrant tropical fruits, 
with really delicious pineapple flavors this year all finished with great length 
and structure.
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Matua Pinot Noir Rosé
Refreshingly fruity, this Rosé is like a sip of summer! It’s packed with deliciously 
ripe summer fruits. We’re talking fresh strawberries, mandarin and a hint of 
cranberry flowing through to a crisp, dry finish. Mouth-wateringly good!
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PREMIUM WINE

Franschhoek Cellar
South Africa

Franschhoek Cellar Cabernet Sauvignon
A wine with a great presence and poise, this Cabernet Sauvignon shows 
blackcurrants and violets on the nose, followed by concentrated dark 
berry flavours integrated with tobacco and spice from savoury oak, a rich 
mouthfeel.

Franschhoek Cellar Merlot
Bright ruby red with attractive plum and black cherry aromas tinged with 
herbal tea, liquorice and gentle oak spice. Soft and juicy with mouth-filling 
summer berry flavours that finish smoothly with sour cherry succulence.

Franschhoek Cellar Shiraz
Deep ruby with exuberant mulberry, plum, pepper and modest oak spice 
supported by soft ripe tannins that provide a well-structured and balanced 
juicy finish of pleasing length and finesse.

Franschhoek Cellar Pinotage
Generous aromas of black cherries, clove and raspberry jam. A smooth 
and juicy palate, redolent with ripe mulberries, and glimmers of tobacco 
and spice from gentle oaking, is followed by an appealingly savoury finish.

Franschhoek Cellar Sauvignon Blanc
Expressive tropical aromas tinged with capsicum open up to attractive 
Cape gooseberry, grapefruit and pineapple fruit flavours balanced by a 
lively but gentle coated acidity that follows through to a beautifully fresh 
finish of pleasing length.



PREMIUM WINE

Franschhoek Cellar Rosé
This crisp and dry Rosé is made in a classic Provençal style, according to the 
winemaker, with just a hint of sweetness and a fresh acidity. An appealing 
pink-tinged colour with sumptuous sweet red berries and cherries tinged 
with discreet spice.
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Franschhoek Cellar Chenin Blanc
Animated pineapple, fleshy peach, nectarine and honeysuckle aromas 
supported by a line of bright citrus and tropical fruit that blossom with leesy 
intrigue on the palate and finish with zesty freshness and grace.

Franschhoek Cellar Chardonnay

Radiant pale gold with a youthful green glow. Attractive pineapple and 
lemon & lime fruit purity with an intensity on both the nose and palate.
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PREMIUM WINE

The Ribshack Red
South Africa

A full bodied muscular red wine with rich, ripe dark berry flavours and 
sumptuous smokey oak spice after wood maturation. This is a bold and 
expressive blend that balances the best of both Pinotage and Shiraz 
varietals with style and complexity right through to a smooth and juicy 
textured finish.
The perfect red blend for any red meat whether at a BBQ for easy social 
sipping around the fire or ultimate enjoyment with a sizzling steak, sticky 
ribs, hamburgers or pulled pork. Smooth and fruity to best enjoy whilst 
young and juicy, yet its substantial structure will keep for up to 5 years from 
vintage.



Bellingham Tree Series
South Africa

Bellingham Tree Series Berry Bush
Gracefully pink with burnt orange flashes bursting with enticing crushed 
red berry, candied red apple, Turkish delight and rosewater aromas. Soft 
and fruity on entry with succulent strawberry and raspberry flavours and 
subtle spice on a lively dry fruity finish.

VARIETAL WINE

Bellingham Tree Series Pear Tree
Delicately gold with youthful green glints and a burst of tropical pineapple, 
passion fruit and honey melon on the nose embellished with yellow peach 
and zesty nectarine and orange on the palate.
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Bellingham Tree Series Big Oak
Dark ruby of medium depth with exuberant dark berry aromas, interesting 
oak spice and pepper on the nose. Medium bodied and sleek on entry 
with succulent summer berry contavours brushed with dark chocolate and 
smoky oak evident.
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VARIETAL WINE

Trivento
Argentina

Trivento Malbec Reserve
Vibrant red with violet tones and elegant aromas of berries and fresh herbs 
that follow to the palate with intense body, round and sweet tannins and 
a persistent finish.

Trivento Chardonnay Reserve
A brilliant gold tinged with green whose expressive mix of apple and 
banana aromas are touched off with pleasant vanilla notes from the 3 
months aged in French oak. Silky yet fresh sensations of Trivento Reserve 
Chardonnay make way for a delicate finish.

Trivento Malbec
Trivento takes the name from the winds of Argentina in the Mendoza 
region. An award winning wine, this Malbec exhibits sweet tannins and a 
velvety finish.
Ideal with any beef dishes or your favorite steak.





Beach House
South Africa

Beach House Chardonnay
A burst of ripe and juicy sunny peach and pineapple aromas and flavours 
that are lifted with a swirl of citrus, finishing with tangy lemon freshness. A 
lively, fruity yet dry Chardonnay that is effortlessly engaging and graceful.

VARIETAL WINE

Beach House Rosé
Red cherry lollipops, raspberry and strawberry jelly, Turkish Delight and 
cotton candy. A wine that is as pretty as its soft pink colour and instantly 
alluring ripe fruity and rose petal floral aromas.

Beach House Sauvignon Blanc
A light and refreshing palate teaser, packed with sunny, tropical passion 
fruit and pineapple, invigorated by a citrus twang and a lively lemon and 
lime surge on the dry, frisky finish.  Almost any fish or seafood, especially 
sushi, shrimp, grilled prawns, oysters or mussels in a creamy white wine 
sauce.

Beach House Shiraz
Deep Ruby red with a beautiful purple hue, on the nose, Blackberry, spice 
and all things nice.
Tastes like smooth velvety tannin structure with loads of black fruits married 
with elegant spices.
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VARIETAL WINE

Frontera
Chile

Frontera is a young wine par excellence, where the clear expression of its 
fruit is a delight for those just joining the world of wine and for experts who 
are seeking an  excellent product on a daily basis. Its grapes come from 
the fertile central valley of Chile and they are fermented in stainless steel 
tanks that capture the whole world of  the New World wines.

Frontera Cabernet Sauvignon - 750ml, 1.5Ltrs & 3Ltrs
Ruby red, fruity chocolate, red plums and vanilla aromas. Soft tannins, 
medium body, harmonic and with an after taste.

Frontera Chardonnay - 750ml, 1.5Ltrs
Yellow pale, fruity with papaya, apples and citric notes, butter and wood, 
refreshing balanced and slightly sweet.

Frontera Merlot - 750ml, 1.5Ltrs
Ruby red, very vivid, cherry, ripe pepper and soft cacao aromas. 
Elegant and rounded with good body and persistence on the palate.

Frontera Sauvignon Blanc- 750ml, 1.5Ltrs
Bright greenish - yellow, varietal character with notes of peaches, apples 
and citrics. Light and fresh balanced palate.

Frontera Late Harvest - 750ml
Bright yellow with golden notes. Fresh fruits, flowers and hints of honey. 
Fresh, sweet, slightly acid and good persistence.

Frontera Shiraz - 750ml
Aromas of black forest fruits and berries are at the forefront of this wine. 
Its intense black color translates into a soft explosion.

Frontera Blush - 750ml
Freshness, plenty of freshness! That is what a bottle of Frontera Blush contains. 
Just get your nose closer to fill your senses up with great strawberry and 
raspberry notes. 



Culemborg
South Africa

VARIETAL WINE
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Culemborg Cape Red - 750ml, 1.5Ltrs
This is a smooth and juicy blend with loads of crushed black berry, plum 
and discreet oak spice that begs for casual enjoyment on its own or with 
pizza, tomato based pasta or hard cheese.

Culemborg Cape White - 750ml, 1.5Ltrs
Lively and fresh with crisp citrus fruits and sultry floral flavours perfectly 
balanced for easy drinking enjoyment. Crisp and refreshing, serve with 
fresh green salads.

Culemborg Chenin Blanc - 750ml
Beautifully fragrant and fruity with generous tropical fruit and spring flower 
fragrances bursting with mouth filling softly sweet and spicy intrigue.

Culemborg Rose - 750ml
A gorgeous softly pink wine packed with succulent ripe red summer berries 
and cherries for delicious social drinking. Serve with sushi, salmon and 
summer.
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The Pavillion
South Africa

The Pavillion Shiraz Cabernet Sauvignon
On the palate, Cherry and spice from the Shiraz and backbone from the 
Cabernet. A soft, approachable style that is intense but not over the top. 
Well balanced with a juicy centre of lively fruit. Complex and shows depth, 
with a silky fruit finish.

VARIETAL WINE

The Pavillion Blanc
On the nose: Upfront fruit and hints of musky sweet aromatics.
Palate: A complex palate enriched with peach flavours, and a lingering 
apple and pear crunchy freshness.

The Pavillion Rose
On the nose: This wine presents complex red berry fruit notes.
Palate: An appealing pale salmon in colour, leading to bright red fruit 
with strawberries and other red berries. Good freshness, balance and 
drinkability.





Tall Horse
South Africa

VARIETAL WINE
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Tall Horse Cabernet Sauvignon
Rich and ruby packed with plenty of dark forest berry aromas that slide 
to a smooth entry with rampant ripe blackcurrant and pastille flavours, 
beautifully integrated with savoury oak spice and a plush succulent finish.

Tall Horse Merlot
Great ruby intensity with liberal ripe plum and spice on the nose before 
a smooth lush entry with lashings of black cherry, mulberry and plum fruit 
flavour well incorporated with deft oak notes.

Tall Horse Pinotage
Deep red with a tinge of purple to the rim oozing sweet cherry, dark 
chocolate and roast coffee bean appeal offset by well integrated savoury 
oak spice facets and a rambunctious fruity finish.

Tall Horse Sauvignon Blanc
A graceful perfumed nose with expressive soft and sunny tropical fruit 
aromas tinged with grass and herbs. A deliciously fresh and racy entry with 
a stampede of green pineapple, gooseberry and citrus flavours finishing 
with zesty vigour.
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VARIETAL WINE

Tall Horse Chardonnay
Brilliant gold with broad tropical fruit top notes revealing a deliciously rich 
palate packed with forward ripe fruit flavours, layered with spicy vanilla 
and a fresh citrus finish.

Tall Horse Chenin Blanc
Glistening gold with a generous fruit salad of flavours and aromas including 
tropical mango, pineapple, passion fruit, guava, honey melon and papaya 
tinged with a discreet spice. 

Tall Horse Moscato
Sipping on this Tall Horse Moscato is like having a summer holiday in the 
beautiful countryside. Experience wonderful honeysuckle, floral and ripe 
tropical flavours with a hint of spice.

Tall Horse Pinotage Rose
An attractive deep pink shimmering wine with rampant ripe red berry 
aromas and playful hints of spice on to a soft and juicy fruit palate and a 
lively fresh finish.



Wolfblass EagleHawk
Australia

VARIETAL WINE
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Wolfblass EagleHawk Merlot
A soft and easy-drinking wine with aromas of satsuma plums and ripe black 
cherries. A rich, generous palate shows off fruit sweetness and spice, with a 
light to  medium body and a smooth, lasting finish.

Wolfblass EagleHawk Shiraz Cabernet
A smooth blend of three traditional varieties, with an exotic nose of dark red 
berries, ripe plums, spice and hints of vanilla oak, and a soft, approachable 
palate packed with lingering berry flavors.

Wolfblass EagleHawk Chardonnay
A fresh, fruity Chardonnay with bright peach and nectarine aromatics. The 
palate is bursting with citrus and white peach flavors, enhanced with a hint 
of softly spiced oak.

Wolfblass EagleHawk Sauvignon Blanc
A fresh, lifted Sauvignon Blanc showing bright fruit aromas of passionfruit 
and gooseberry. The palate is light, clean and fresh with a long, refreshing 
finish.
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Bellingham Grand Cru
South Africa

Bellingham Premier Grand Cru
Pale straw with green hues on the appearance of the wine.
Nose: Appealing refreshing green apple, with hints of lemon and grass 
aromas.
Palate: Undoubtedly dry, with the fruity flavours of green apples and a 
steely crisp refreshing finish and aftertaste.
Overall: A crisp, very dry refreshing wine.

VARIETAL WINE



Sunkissed Natural Sweet
South Africa

SWEET WINE
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Sunkissed Red
Sink into this deliciously smooth and juicy red blend packed with succulent 
summer berry aromas that make  way to a sumptuous mouthful of sweet 
juicy plums and soft oak spice flavours.

Sunkissed Rosé
Irresistible crushed strawberry, rosewater and Turkish delight aromas explode 
in succulent candied red berry  and cherry flavours to a seductively soft 
and sweet fruity finish.

Sunkissed White
Relish extravagant sunny lemon, lime and pineapple fruit aromas and 
flavours laced with delicious honey and spice in this soft, sweet and fruity 
blend.

Sunkissed Sprizzo

With a cheeky sparkle. Sensational sweet rosé with juicy candied red 
cherry and ravishingly ripe raspberry flavours that cascade into a surge of 
freshness and a playful tingling sparkle. 



SWEET WINES



Birds & Bees
Argentina

SWEET WINE
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Create an experience with this enticingly fruity wine, tailor made for 
enjoyment with family, friend and fun! simply delicious.

Birds & Bees Sweet Red Malbec
Colour: Violet red with blue hues.
Aromas: Fresh red fruit.
Palate: Sweet, velvety tannins.

Birds & Bees Sweet White
Colour: Golden yellow with greenish hues.
Aromas: Mix of violet, strawberry and jasmine with fresh tropical fruits.
Palate: Round, tannins, balanced freshness and sweetness.

Birds & Bees Sweet Pink Moscato
Blush on the appearance, with aromas of violets and roses. Well balanced 
freshness and sweetness on the palate.



Saints
South Africa

St. Celine – Natural Sweet Red
Our winemaker has created a wine with full ripe berry aromas and a 
sumptuous mouth filling juicy fruit sweetness, with all the lovely red berry 
fruit flavours lingering on the palate.

St. Anna – Natural Sweet White
Our winemaker has created this fragrant natural sweet white wine from a 
blend of specially selected varietals. The bouquet is richly tropical and the 
taste, brimming with delicious ripe juicy fruit flavours.

SWEET WINE

St. Claire – Natural Sweet Rose
Our winemaker has created this rich fruity Rosé with a perfect blend of 
natural sweet varieties. This wine is a delicate pink in colour and provides 
luscious ripe berry fruit flavours on the nose and palate.
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Frontera Sweet Red
Chile

Ruby red wine with violet hints. The palate is fresh, sweet, juicy and persistent. 
With floral and red fruit notes.
Perfect to pair with your berries.

SWEET WINE

Culemborg Sweet Red
South Africa

Richly textured ripe plum, blackcurrant fruit and winter spice abound in this 
succulently sweet and smooth blend designed for delicious drinking on its 
own or with sticky ribs, bbq burgers or honey stirfries.
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Fetzer
California

Fetzer Anthony’s Hill Cabernet Sauvignon
Our Cabernet Sauvignon appreciates the warmer vineyards of California’s 
lower foothills, bringing out robust flavors of black cherry and chocolate. A 
hearty companion to steak, chops and ribs.

Fetzer Anthony’s Hill Chardonnay
Warm days and cool maritime breezes coax the crisp ripe flavors of apple, 
pear and tropical fruit that create an elegant Chardonnay. A perfect 
complement to fish, chicken and pork.

Fetzer Anthony’s Hill Merlot
A good Merlot needs early warm weather to reach fruition. Our down-
to-earth Merlot reflects those warm cherry and berry flavors and goes 
comfortably with any meal.

Fetzer Anthony’s Hill White Zinfandel
The first grapes to arrive every year, our White Zin fills the winery with the 
smell of cherries and strawberries and puts a smile on everyone’s face. 
Goes well with good times and great friends.

FRUITY WINE



BEER





Corona
Mexico

BEER
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All over the world, regardless of language or cultural differences, Corona 
translates to one thing: Enjoying the moment. As the most widely distributed 
beer in the world, Corona is universally embraced as a symbol of relaxation 
and connection.
Regardless of differences, people from all works of life can find something 
to connect  with in Corona. With its unmistakable look and flavor, it can be 
found wherever friends gather, where stories are being told and wherever 
laughter is a common language. Whatever the occasion, Corona is perfect 
beer to set the mood and friends together.





Budweiser
U.S.A

BEER
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Budweiser is a medium-bodied, flavorful, crisp American-style lager. 
Brewed with the best barley malt and a blend of premium hop varieties, it 
is an icon of core American values like optimism and celebration.
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Leffe
Belgium

Leffe Blonde
A lovely amber coloured Belgian Ale beer with a frothy head. Elegant, 
sweet and soft, with a fresh and fruity aroma. It’s got a subtle banana finish 
with a hint of clove and vanilla, and a touch of caramel in the background.

BEER

Stella Artois
Belgium

Stella Artois is the result of hundreds of years of brewing expertise so it’s 
worth just a few extra steps to ensure the best possible tasting experience 
for connoisseurs such as you. Before being poured, we always recommend 
it has been chilled to between 3-5°C and of course you should savour Stella 
Artois in its unique Chalice. Stella Artois is known for and what makes it an 
in ideal accompaniment for a variety of cuisines from around the world.

Leffe Brune
Leffe Brown is an authentic abbey beer. Both its deep, dark brown colour 
and its full, slightly sweet flavour can be ascribed to the use of darkly 
roasted malt, making every sip just as exceptional as the last.
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SPIRIT





Glenmorangie
Scotland

SINGLE MALT WHISKY
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Glenmorangie Original

The Glenmorangie has flavors of honeyed sweetness fused with notes of 
citrus, vanilla and almonds, making it delicate, alluring and very complex.

Glenmorangie Prestige Quinta Ruban
The “Quintas” or wine estates, of Portugal provide the Ruby Port casks for 
this velvety textured Glenmorangie “Ruban” is the Gaelie for ruby.

Glenmorangie 18Y0
The 18YO is rich, rounded and sweet with dried fruits and a complex floral 
fragrance. The taste is balanced between honey, malt and flowery scents.

Glenmorangie Signet
A strong Aruba espresso fused with a treacly plum pudding, rich with sherry, 
and candied orange peel. Contrast of rich sweetness with an explosive 
crackle of sizzling spices and bitter mocha.

Glenmorangie Lasanta
Aromas of warm spices mix with smooth chocolate covered raisins, 
honeycomb and caramel toffee. Deliciously sweet sherry flavored sultanas, 
orange segments, walnuts and butterscotch combine to create complex 
warm spices.

Glenmorangie Nectar D’or
Lime and orange rind, sultanas and dates give a rich fruity flavor laced with 
tantalising spices of coconut and nutmeg. Taste of ginger, nutmeg and 
toasted almonds bring a deep.

Ardbeg Single Malt - 10YO
Of all Islay’s whiskies, it is ARDBEG which stands alone as the deepest and 
most balanced. Ardbeg ten years old, is non chilled - filtered and has a 
strength of 46% abv. This retaining maximum flavor, at the same time giving 
more body and added depth.





Hennessy
France

COGNAC
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Hennessy VS

Only the most expressive and distinctive Eaux - de - vie are selected, and 
then, carefully matured and blended to create Hennessy very special. 
Savour its unique blend of warm, full bodied flavors, neat, on ice or with a 
mixer.

Hennessy VSOP
Hennessy VSOP is a harmonious and well-structured cognac characterized 
by a crescendo of aromas, a natural balance of strength and smoothness, 
and a remarkably lasting finish.

Hennessy XO
Its intense and deep amber color is a sign of its strength. Its flavors of 
candied fruit and its subtle and lightly spicy nose create a complete 
harmony: a mark of its roundness. To taste, a smooth, full sensation gives a 
simultaneously powerful and soft tonality with a hint of cocoa and a warm 
fruity presence. The long finish expresses all the complexity of the cognac’s 
blending and its long aging process.
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Belvedere
Poland

ULTRA PREMIUM VODKA

Belvedere Pure
Dankowskie gold rye and pristine artesian water from our own wells. The rye 
creates character and water brings smoothness. Only Belvedere tastes like 
this: Undultarated and naturally smooth.

Belvedere Macerated Pink Grapefruit
Pink Grape fruit is real blended with Belvedere Vodka using our natural 
process of maceration. No artificial additives or flavors are used. A 
deliciously sweet and citrusy combination of sun-ripened whole prink 
grapefruit and zesty spring lemons with a touch of exotic ginger.

Belvedere Macerated Lemon Tea
Belvedere Lemon Tea is a refreshing blend of real tea leaves, natural 
aromatics and a touch of honey combined with Belvedere Vodka using 
our natural process of maceration.

Belvedere Macerated Citrus
Belvedere Citrus is a real fruit blended with Belvedere Vodka using our 
natural process of maceration. No artificial additives or flavors are used. 
An intriguing combination of lemon and vibrant notes of exotic lime.



Stolichnaya
Russia

PREMIUM VODKA
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Stolichnaya® is a classically styled, exceptionally smooth vodka. Crystal-
clear in color with marshmallow, mineral and mild fruit peel aromas. A soft, 
supple entry leads to a smooth, medium bodied palate with pastry frosting, 
talc and citrus rind flavors. Finishes with a clean, lightly sweet, sugar dust, 
wet straw and balanced pepper fade.

Stolichnaya Vodka & Flavours
- Stolichnaya
- Stoli Raspberry
- Stoli Citrus
- Stoli Vanilla
- Stoli Orange
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Zappa
South Africa

SAMBUCA

Zappa is one of the most successful Sambuca spirit liqueurs in South Africa. 
The vibrant anise and liquorice flavoured range is available in Original, 
Black, Blue, Red and Green it is most popularly consumed as a shooter, but 
can also be mixed with lemonade or used as a cocktail ingredient.
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LIQUEUR
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HERBAL LIQUEUR

Jägermeister
Germany

Herbs, blossom, roots, fruits… It is said that there are 56 ingredients in Ice 
cold and at its purest: for people who don’t compromise. Jägermeister, 
but only a few priviledged keepers of the secret recipe know for sure.



LIQUEUR
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Tang Sour Apple
South Africa

TANG is South Africa’s number one sours shooter. Since the explosion of the 
original SOUR APPLE an even more wicked sweet and sour taste sensation 
was incited called TANG BITE 

Butlers
South Africa

Imagine sipping on a refreshing Mojito or indulging in a sensational Pina 
Colada whenever you like! With Butlers, you can create the perfect 
cocktail in a matter of minutes. All you need is your favourite Butlers liqueur, 
some creativity and the step-by-step recipes. Have fun!
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Strawberry Lips
South Africa

LIQUEUR

Strawberry Lips is a decadent combination of strawberry cream liqueur 
carefully laced with the best gold tequila to give the ultimate tequila 
experience.

African Secret Marula Cream
South Africa

A Secret worth sharing. A decadent Marula Cream Liqueur with caramel 
and vanilla flavours. Enjoy chilled over crushed ice.



NOT FOR SALE TO PERSONS UNDER THE AGE OF 18 YEARS.
EXCESSIVE ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IS HARMFUL TO YOUR HEALTH.
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